Direct hybridization and amplification applications for the diagnosis of infectious diseases.
We are entering an exciting new era of molecular diagnostics in the clinical microbiology laboratory. A number of perspectives are presented in this review. First presented was a discussion of molecular diagnostics for detection of the bacterium, Chlamydia trachomatis. This is especially relevant since the tests available for this organism represent the forefront of commercial systems. Also, these tests exemplify the difficulties and advantages inherent to future molecular diagnostics for all types of disease processes. Next, a discussion of the techniques thus far employed in the field of clinical microbiology is presented. Obvious overlap exists with other areas of molecular pathology. However, the emphasis is on which techniques have proven most useful in identifying infectious agents. Finally, the features of a successful clinical microbiology diagnostics laboratory are presented, including test component requirements, laboratory personnel, quality assurance techniques, and physical laboratory setting. It is hoped that helpful advice and references are provided that will assist individual clinical laboratories as they enter the field of molecular diagnostics of infectious diseases.